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P: Shelf?

R: Yeah, uh huh. And it has doors. Lindsey's, that stove of Lindsey's has one.

P: Okay. I have not been over to his house. I'll look and see.

R: Next time you go to Lindsey's house, why, you look in that upstairs where, I think Anne

has spices and things in it.

P: Uh huh.

R: That's, that's the warming closet.

P: Gee, that's neat.

Oh, okay. Here's some things, too. Are any animals, birds, snakes, etc., associated with

bad luck or good luck or are there things that you recall about animals? Like I've heard

if you dream about fish it means somebody in your family is going to get pregnant.

R: No, I don't know.

P: Or if an owl hoots after dark, someone's ill.

R: Seems like I have heard that one. But I haven't heard that about the fish. And I'm sure

you know about the black cat and the ladder.

P: Uh huh. How about getting-married sayings. I've heard if you get up from the table and

knock your chair over you won't get married.

R: That's true. Or if you let somebody sweep under your feet, you won't get married that

year. (laughter) I don't remember any more right now.

P: Do you remember any dreams that are supposed to mean anything?

R: If you dream of a marriage it's supposed to indicate there is going to be a death in the

family.

P: Of a marriage?

R: Uh huh.

P: Gee, okay.

R: You're not supposed to start any work on Friday unless you could finish it on Friday. They

thought it was bad luck. You'd die before you finished it.

P: Gee, I haven't heard that one.

R: I heard that one some, some of these days. If you can think about it and ask Lina something


